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The King and the Branch 

Isaiah 3.1–4.6 

Sermon 
One of our fam’s fav movies is Annie: not old one, not (yet) new 
one, but lesser known 1999 made-for-TV version w Kathy Bates, 
Victor Garber, Audra McDonald, Kristin Chenowith. Classic tale of 
reversal of fortune: orphan girl adopted by Daddy Warbucks. But 
mult reversals: not only Annie’s reversal from poverty to wealth, but 
Warbucks from cold to loving, Miss Hannigan from powerful 
orphanage manager to imprisoned fraud. Everybody loves a story of 
reversal. & that’s what we have in our txt today. Isa 3 (p. 461). See 
how many reversals of fortune you find. [Read text.] 

Before we can look at main theme of reversal, must address an 
issue that comes up simply by reading txt. Cultural climate shapes 
way we read Scr, even if we don’t like it, e.g., 3.5 doesn’t even 
make us bat an eye. But two other statements raise alarm bc 
sounds misogynist: women in leadership (12), judgment of women 
(16–1). Admit: sometimes Xians miss boat on this. But three probs 
if you read psg this way. 
•Contextual prob: Scr affirms full equality of women & men (Gen 

1.26–27). Furthermore, Scr does not condemn women in 
leadership, in fact celebrates women leaders: Deborah (Jdg 4–5, 
prophet & judge), Esther (Est, queen), Priscilla (Acts 18), Phoebe 
(Rom 16). Whatever this prophet of Judah is saying, he doesn’t 
contradict Moses/wouldn’t dare to. 

•Hermenuetical prob: v. 12 presents trans difficulties: lit. “my peo, 
his oppressors, he deals severely & women rule over them” (NET 
note). Change one vowel from nãšim to nošim, ergo LXX women 
> creditors. vv. 16–1 presents interp difficulties: lit or metaphor? 
Shift from “daughters of Zion” (16) to “mother Zion” (26) & back 
again (4): perh not referring to women in particular but using a 
like mother/like daughter metaphor, personification of Jeru: city 
has gone astray for centuries, no wonder that her children still do. 
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•Referential prob: Let’s say for sake of argument that both refer 

literally to women: still not categorical statement of judgment on 
women, but of some women in one place at one time. Motyer’s 
intriguing suggestion: Ahaz’s royal harem. “If the king was a 
spoiled brat then likely enough his wives were numerous & 
manipulative.” Even if not, refers “to dominant & demanding 
women, the ‘power behind the throne’” (62). IOW, peo in pos of 
advantage using what they’ve got for pers gain. & when it comes 
to judgment, women judged same as men. Punishment of women 
in last ten vss of ch. 3 principally the same as punishment of men 
in first seven vss of the ch. In fact both threats of judgment climax 
w nearly identical statements: in 3.6 desperate men take hold of a 
man & say, “you be our leader”; in 4.1 desperate women take 
hold of a man & say, “you be our husband.” 

Actually moves us closer to the heart of this psg. Not a text about 
women/equality but about sin & judgment. W both men & women 
G does same thing: takes away what we think are our biggest 
assets. For men of Jeru in that day, strength/ability/leadership (1–3): 
Motyer: broad sweep of positions “creates an impression of the 
total collapse of the command structure of soc” (60). For women of 
Jeru in that day, wealth/possessions/allurement. Not just having 
nice things (18–24) but using them to wield influence (16). Both 
groups consumed w power, either power of position or influence. 

Underneath this lust for strength, desire for wealth, love of power is 
human pride/inflated opinion of ourselves: ergo men parading sin 
(9), haughty women (16). We’re the strongest, wealthiest, smartest, 
most beautiful, ergo we should have power. “Whether I have a pos 
of power or a pos of influence, I’ll use it to get what I want.” Ergo 
connection to plundering poor (14–5): using whoever/whatever to 
advance one’s own agenda, irrespective of another’s plight, even 
using their plight for one’s own advantage. The craving for power 
born of pride that says, “We deserve to have the biggest slice.” 
Sadly same thing happens in ch: maybe power not to strongest but 
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to most spir, maybe not to wealthiest but to most disc, maybe not 
to most beautiful but to most godly. So peo in the name of X do the 
very same things that soc does: step on others, advance own 
agenda, protect turf. “This is my min & no one will tell me how it 
can be done.” “I’ve been pastor for x yrs, I’ve earned right to do 
what I want.” “No one has bailed this ch out more than I have, wo 
me this church dies.” Craving for power born of exaltation of self. 

When G sees such pride, considers it as nauseating as excrement 
(4.4). & G will do to us what he said he would do to them: give us 
reward of our doings (3.10–11). G removed what they considered 
their biggest assets, wiped out what they consider valuable & 
revealed just how desperately empty they really were. Took away 
strength/ability/leadership, wiped out wealth/possessions/
allurement. Not just removing what they loved, but replacing it w 
opp: in place of leaders, anarchy (5); in place of beauty, ugliness 
(17); in place of power, desperation (3.6, 4.1). True reversal of 
fortune. As Motyer put it, sin has a “boomerang quality … & the 
sinner is his own paymaster” (61). G reverses our fortune to expose 
our pride, takes away power to reveal how foolishly we rely on 
ourselves. Beyer: “The L often works in his children today in the 
same way. He knows what we value more than we value him, & he 
is able to take it away to drive us back to him” (53). We’re left like 
the daughters of Jeru, crying out to G, “Take away our disgrace!” 

Good news: G will take away disgrace. Doesn’t remove leadership, 
wealth, power as final act of judgment. Even if it feels like hell, it’s 
supposed to be the path to heaven. G wipes out what we consider 
valuable & reveals just how desperately empty we are so that he 
can bring us to the One who is truly valuable, the One he calls the 
Branch (4.2). A consistent image 6x in prophets to point to coming 
M, fut K from David’s line.This the 1st mention. Image of a stump, 
seems dead but then new life springs from it. Prediction: even 
though G’s peo would be cut off in judgment, seem like life is 
gone, one from the line of David would emerge who would be the 
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fulfillment of G’s promise to his peo & bring the promised blessing 
of the fut age. The descendant from Isr’s family tree would remove 
disgrace, give life to his peo, offer hope. 

But how can he do it? All well for righteous, but disaster coming 
for wicked. Prob: who is righteous? who never fails? None of us. 
How then can it be well w us? Only if Someone righteous takes 
upon himself the disaster destined for us. IOW only if there is 
another reversal of fortune. Ergo good news: the only One who 
could claim an absolute right to the blessing of 3.10 set it aside & 
took the disaster of 3.11. & he did it so that those under the curse 
of 3.11 would receive the blessing of 3.10. Reversal of fortune: 
judgment promised on daughters of Jeru came to J (3.24). Instead 
of fragrance of heaven, J subjected himself to the stench of death; 
royal sash of the 1TK > rope of a commoner; well-dressed hair > 
beard plucked; beauty > branded w scars from spear in his side. 

But the Branch did not stay dead: G brought him back to life so 
that he could give life to the dying/poor/humiliated/nothings like 
you & me. That new life brings cleansing from all we’ve done 
wrong (4.4). Also ushers us into G’s pres (4.5): no longer kept away, 
but brought in. Overtone of exodus (cloud, fire): J the true & greater 
Moses who brings us to G’s pres. canopy a ref to wedding, i.e., 
brought into close relat w G. & in his pres there is security (4.6). G 
protects his peo from ordinary probs (heat) & extraordinary ones 
(storm). Evidence that this is being fulfilled now & not looking 
forward to Millennium. Troubles still come to peo of G, but we 
have G’s pres to secure us & his grace to cleanse us. & these 
blessings come to all G’s peo, men & women IOW, third reversals 
of fortune: G’s peo who think they have it good find themselves in 
desperation, M who should have had it good instead was crushed, 
by his death & res G’s peo who should have been crushed find life, 
blessing, hope. Great irony of psg: what was given in 4.1 as a word 
of desperation ends up typifying the blessing of redemption. 
Broken sinners come running to J, laying down all pretensions & 
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begging him, “Let us be called be your name!” And in mercy J says, 
“You don’t have to bring your own food, for I am the Bread of life. 
You don’t have to provide your own clothes, for I give you the 
robes of my righteousness. I will take away your disgrace.” In J 
desperation gives way to hope bc J himself is the gos. 

What then are we who have been rescued by the Branch to do w 
this psg? How are we to do this word? 

1. Cultivate humility. Humility not a prized attribute, even among 
Xians. Perh you’ve heard someone, even a pastor, say, “don't pray 
for humility, bc G might just give it to you.” We value humility as 
long as we get to keep our strength/ability/leadership, wealth/
possessions/allurement, power. We’ll pursue humility as long as we 
can keep our idols. IOW we don't value humility at all. So G steps 
in to humble us bc he knows humility is far more valuable than we 
give it credit for. So yes, pray for humility; it’s part of the fruit of the 
Sp. Ask him to cultivate the kind of self-forgetfulness that marked J 
& that continues to mark his peo. (Humility by Mahaney.) 

2. Rejoice in adversity. Following J doesn’t mean everything goes 
your way, but that everything in life comes as the unfolding of G’s 
good plan for you (cp. Heidelberg Q1). & from this psg we know at 
least two things G is doing when things don’t go your way: he’s 
keeping us from relying too heavily on created things for meaning/
sig/joy, & he’s teaching us to enjoy his pres & security in the midst 
of trouble. M'Cheyne: “I hope this affliction will be blessed to me. I 
always feel much need of G’s afflicting hand. In the whirl of active 
labour there is so little time for watching & for ewailing & seeking 
grace to oppose the sins of our min, that I always feel it a blessed 
thing when the S takes me aside from the crowd… Ah! there is 
nothing like a calm look into the eternal world to teach us the 
emptiness of human praise, the sinfulness of self-seeking & vain-
glory, to teach us the preciousness of X” (85). 
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3. Reverse your fortune. Yes, a fourth reversal, but this one is ours. 
Give away what you hold most dear. We know that we’re ever in 
danger of making the good ultimate, of idolizing created things 
above the Creator, exalting gifts over Giver. So yes, when G takes 
away good things, we have opp to confess idolatry. But before G 
takes away good things, why not give them away? Do you have a 
position of leadership? Use it to serve the marginalized. Are you 
wealthy? Give it to the needy. Do you enjoy cultural status? 
Exchange it by being counted w the nobodies. Where has G given 
you power of influence? Bend that power to benefit others. X gave 
everything he had—power, status, wealth, life itself—in order to 
give hope to hopeless, joy to sorrowing, life to dying. & can we say 
we follow X when we give away nothing? can we say we’re free 
from idolatry when we hold on to everything? Give away what you 
find good before the L has to take away what you find ultimate. 

The gos is a story of reversal: G turns our pride into humiliation, 
but he turned the tables on his Son so that in J G could pass our 
judgment to him & his blessing to us. & now we get to follow our 
S, holding power lightly & using it to bless those soc overlooks. 
May his Sp so transform our ch that we would be marked by 
generosity to the poor, help to the weak, love to the forgotten.
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